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Abstract
This paper presents early artistic, conceptual and technical
work toward practicing and theorising through/out the deep-
scape. I first introduce the concept of deepscape, which may
designate the global flows of media intensively computed by
deep learning throughout the Internet, entangled with the ma-
terial, human and cultural resources they capitalise on through-
out corporate infrastructures of artificial intelligence (AI). I
then propose to explore deep listening of soundscapes gener-
ated by deep learning as a practice to raise awareness of the
planetary scale of the deepscape. I relate the diffractive proto-
typing of a deep generative model of soundscape, based on the
multichannel hacking of the Realtime Audio Variational au-
toEncoder (RAVE), trained on worldwide soundscape data that
I transversally recorded over 28 places in late April 2022, us-
ing the Locustream online sound map. I argue that listening to
the planetary soundscape that continually flows from this deep
generative model may reveal the ethico-onto-epistem-ology of
deep learning, by recalling the landscapes that are being ex-
ploited by infrastructures of AI, while situating data collection
practices and training costs of deep learning. The paper ends
by discussing art and science work that might be engaged to
reveal and reconfigure the deepscape in depth.
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Introduction
For over half a century, a vast majority of scientists have
been developing and describing Artificial Intelligence (AI)
through anthropomorphic conceptions and representations.
From symbolic AI to modern Artificial General Intelligence
[27], simulating human-like intelligence through quantifica-
tion and computation have been standard goals and methods
for most researchers in the field. These anthropomorphic con-
ceptions stem from millenary Western representations of AI
as humanoid robots, or artificial objects endowed with human
intelligence [37], which are still actively shaping popular rep-
resentations, along with corporate narratives, on AI [11].

The technological revolution brought by deep learning in
the last decade paradoxically destabilised anthropomorphic
conceptions of AI [12], while simultaneously reinforcing an-
thropocentrism. On the one hand, difficulties in interpreting

* The first author uses the pronoun “I” to relate their research-
creation and their technical collaboration with the second author.

internal representations of deep neural networks, as well as
images they can generate [32], pushed scientists and artists to
approach AI as a form of non-human intelligence [34, 6]. On
the other hand, systems powered by deep learning, from fa-
cial recognisers to text and image generators [43, 14], entailed
worldwide AI applications, both public and private, across al-
most all sectors of human society [42].

As an artist-researcher, I am interested in developing a non-
anthropocentric representation of AI that raises awareness of
the planetary costs of deep learning. I am inspired by Kate
Crawford and Vladan Joler’s Anatomy of an AI system (2018)
[22], whose large-scale map reveals the globalised, extrac-
tive infrastructures that lie beneath modern AI applications,
and that are barely tackled by anthropocentric discourses.
I am also interested in engaging in diffractive art practice
with deep learning [48] to perform and reconfigure this non-
anthropocentric representation. I am inspired by Memo Ak-
ten’s Deep Meditations (2018) [6], whose deep learning-
generated continual flows of images and sounds let us em-
brace the interconnectedness of AI with all socio-material
bodies of time and space, including us, and the planet.

In this paper, I introduce the concept of deepscape, along
with deep listening experiences of planetary soundscape live-
generated by one deep neural network. The deepscape des-
ignates the global flows of deep learning-generated media in-
tensively computed by deep learning throughout the Internet,
entangled with the material, cultural and human resources
they capitalise on throughout corporate infrastructures of AI.
Deep listening experiences [39] of deep learning-generated
continual flow of soundscape aim at raising awareness of
the deepscape, by leveraging a planetary representation for
a deep neural network, and recalling the landscapes that are
being exploited by infrastructures of AI. By including non-
human voices and planetary scales within research and prac-
tice with deep learning, this research-creation thus seeks to
resist the anthropocentric culture of modern AI research, illu-
minating its media aesthetics and socio-ecological impacts.

The next sections successively describe an early concep-
tual mapping of the deepscape, the diffractive prototyping of
a deep generative model of planetary soundscape, and deep
listening experiences led through/out the deepscape. The pa-
per ends by discussing art and science work that might be
engaged to reveal and reconfigure the deepscape in depth.



Mapping the Deepscape
In this section, I sketch an early map of the deepscape, by
describing the global media flows, corporate computational
infrastructures, and planetary socio-material resources that
compose it. I argue that the concept of deepscape better
represents the media aesthetics and planetary scales of deep
learning than mainstream anthropomorphic conceptions and
representations of AI. Furthermore, I suggest that the deep-
scape may inspire new practices with deep learning, which
may complement those with/in AI, as we will see.

Global Media Flows
Since DeepDream almost a decade ago [38], the Internet has
been flooded by media generated by deep learning. These
media encompass image, sound and text, and more recently,
video, 3D movement or biosignals [47]. Sounds and images
generated by deep learning also permeate our physical en-
vironments, with voices of AI assistants resonating in smart
homes and cities, and mobile-based face filters re/acting over
our bodies across the globe [33]. The concept of deep fake
has made popular such media across fiction and reality, rais-
ing awareness of deep learning’s threats to steal one’s identity
[13]. As AI-based virtual worlds are rapidly evolving, we can
expect these media flows to grow in the near future [1].

Taking inspiration from Arjun Appadurai’s notion of scape
[8], I propose to introduce the notion of deepscape to point
to these global flows of media intensively computed by deep
learning and permeating digital and physical worlds. Rather
than fake, I argue that these media are real, based on the im-
pact they have on cultures and societies, and the planetary
computation they build on to exist, as we will see. Impor-
tantly, such media are materially configured to exist under
the form of generative flows, due to computational architec-
tures of deep learning, which can either support streamable
media generation [16], or continuous interpolation between
images or sounds [9]. Artists have well explored these ma-
terial attributes of deep learning in stream-based installations
[10], including dadaBots and their infinite online music live-
streams [19], or Anna Ridler and her moving images [44].

While humanoid robots surrounded by blue zeros and ones
keep on being summoned to promote modern AI applications
[11], I suggest that the singular aesthetics of media flows gen-
erated by deep learning are starting to replace anthropomor-
phic representations of AI at a global scale in our collective
imagination. Indeed, ambiguous attributes of images gener-
ated by GANs [32] (Generative Adversarial Networks, a spe-
cific type of deep neural network), along with the almost infi-
nite interpolative flows from which they emerge, have perme-
ated our representations of machines across art and science,
along with our conception of how they may exhibit creativ-
ity [29]. In this paper, I limit my analysis to witnessing such
global flow aesthetics of media generated by deep learning,
and how they are transforming our representations of AI.

Corporate Computational Infrastructures
Different types of computational infrastructures actually sup-
port the deepscape and its global media flows. The first is
the Internet [20], since media generated by deep learning ac-
tively flows through social networks [1], helped by mobile

applications. A second type is deep generative models [26],
which are compressed representations of datasets, computed
by deep learning, enabling stream-like generation of media
that more or less resemble the dataset. A third type is super-
computers and data centers combined with cloud computing
[52], since deep learning requires intensive computation and
large amounts of data to produce deep generative models.

Over the last decade, such computational infrastructures
have been in majority invested, developed and owned by
global corporations, including the Big Tech. In addition
to owning Instagram and Facebook, Meta recently intro-
duced their AI Research Supercluster, consisting of 16,000
graphical processing units (GPUs) especially designed to
develop deep learning applications, parallel to their meta-
verse [4]. OpenAI—recently followed by Meta, Google and
Microsoft—developed several popular deep generative mod-
els, including Dall-E [43], GPT-3 [14] and Jukebox [24], en-
abling to generate image, text and music respectively, based
on text prompts. Google developed Colaboratory [18], which
leveraged the corporation’s GPU-based cloud computing ser-
vices to accelerate deep learning applications, in turn en-
abling the emergence of a global community of practice ded-
icated to deep generative models [40]. Importantly, Google
also develops and maintains TensorFlow, one of the most
widely used library to develop deep generative models and
modern AI applications [2].

I suggest that corporate computational infrastructures are
going to exponentially increase the scale of the deepscape
and its global media flows in the next coming years. In ad-
dition to the Big Tech, hundreds of worldwide corporations
have been investing in deep generative models recently, con-
stituting what have been called a “generative AI landscape”
or “creative new world” by investors and analysts [3]. It is
highly probable that these global corporate investments are to
modify distribution of work in the coming years, especially
in the creative and cultural industries [7]. Many artists have
made such political aspects of AI central to their practice with
deep learning [17]. Holly Herndon and Mathew Dryhurst
proposed artist-led platforms addressing legal issues related
to ownership of training datasets [50], and of deep generative
models themselves [31]. In this paper, I limit my analysis to
pointing out to corporate computational infrastructures that
support the deepscape, and how they may generate govern-
mental issues at a planetary scale.

Planetary Socio-Material Resources
Last but not least, a wide array of planetary resources enables
to fuel the deepscape, exploited by corporate computational
infrastructures. A first type is material resources [22, 41].
Rare elements such as lithium are required to build the super-
computers enabling deep learning computations, along with
personal computers and smartphones required to interact with
deep generative models [30]. Extracting such material ele-
ments devastate landscapes across the globe, while contribut-
ing to huge levels of atmospheric and water pollution, which
in turn generate political conflicts between local populations,
opaque intermediaries and global corporations [23]. In ad-
dition, electricity consumption of deep generative models
breaks records and should continue increasing every year, de-



spite engineering efforts to reduce computational costs [52].
This leads to huge carbon emissions that threaten the lives of
both humans and non-humans across the globe.

A second type is human resources. Workers are required to
extract material resources needed to build computational in-
frastructures of deep learning, often enduring awful economic
and health conditions [23]. Large teams of engineers actively
maintain such computational infrastructures [2], from deep
learning libraries to mobile AI applications, across various
hardware and software, as computational technology keeps
on rapidly evolving. Computer scientists are required to de-
sign and implement deep generative models. While they
sometimes build and collect the datasets over which they train
their models, they essentially delegate data work to disadvan-
taged people across the globe [28], thus reinstantiating work
inequalities and data colonialism [21] through deep learning.
Far from objective, deep generative models thus perpetuate
values and world views of a few [45], reinforcing cultural
bias of the global computational infrastructure.

Indeed, a third type of resource that directly relates to
this data work is cultural resources. Beyond mere num-
bers, datasets carry historical and cultural value, as images,
sounds or text they represent are always and already entan-
gled within communities that produced it, and labels and
classifications they encapsulate reflect certain world views
[45]. When a person or a corporation trains a deep genera-
tive model over a given dataset, it exploits its cultural value
to generate media that somehow reproduces this value, while
distorting it, or even biasing it in unethical ways [51]. Artists
such as Stephanie Dinkins have sought to illuminate respon-
sible ways of dealing with datasets and deep generative mod-
els, especially toward communities that are underrepresented
in deep learning, such as the Black community [25]. Cultural
accountability may eventually become difficult to tackle, as
corporate AI infrastructures have started using datasets pro-
duced by deep generative models to train deep generative
models [43]. In this paper, I limit my analysis to pointing
out to socio-material resources that fuel the deepscape, and
how they damage socio-ecological landscapes of the planet.

Diffractive Deep Learning Prototyping
In this section, I describe the diffractive prototyping of a
deep generative model of planetary soundscape, based on a
transversal soundscape dataset that I collected over the globe
in one week-end, and the multichannel hacking of the RAVE
variational auto-encoder [15], made in collaboration with the
second author. I argue that such a diffractive practice with
deep learning reveals and reconfigures the deepscape, by per-
forming the planetary scale of deep learning, while illuminat-
ing the material costs that its computations imply.

Transversal Soundscape Dataset
I identified three requirements for my data collection practice
to engage with the concept of deepscape. First, data should
be collected across worldwide places to transcribe the plan-
etary scale of deep learning. Second, data should be in the
form of multichannel soundscapes to convey a sense of spa-
tial landscape through sound. Third, data should combine an-
thropophony, biophony and geophony [35] to have the model

embody a sonic environment rather than one individual form
of intelligence, such as a musician or a bird.

I used Locustream to collect this soundscape dataset [49].
Locustream is an online sound map developed by the Lo-
cus Sonus research group that enables to listen to live stereo-
phonic soundscapes across the globe. Practitioners can setup
their own microphone in the place of their choice, and
livestream the sound it captures online, using either a Pure-
Data patch running on a RaspberryPi, or a mobile application
for smartphone. The map has been used over sixteen years by
artists and scientists to promote novel forms of listening to,
and performing with, the planet and its diverse environment.

I decided to lead online field recording through the Lo-
custream online sound map. Specifically, I opted to restrain
my field recording to one local portion of time—namely, one
week-end in late April 2022—, while widening it to all por-
tions of the globe accessible on the map over that period—
namely, twenty-eight places across seventeen countries and
five continents. I called it transversal, following scientific
dataset nomenclatures used in statistics. On the one hand,
such a transversal dataset let me situate ecological properties
of soundscapes related to planetary seasonal shifts, be they
related to human or non-human activities. On the other hand,
it enabled me to materialise the planetary scale of deep learn-
ing, since all places, cultures and species of the transversal
dataset would be eventually normalised and approximated as
one planetary soundscape by deep learning.

The resulting dataset consists in nearly 16 hours of stereo-
phonic soundscape (see Figure 1), that I have deeply listened
to while recording, with a mean duration of 31 minutes per lo-
cation (see Figure 2). Such small data approach come within
the scope of diffractive art practice [48].

Deep Generative Model
Along with the second author, we opted to work with the Re-
altime Audio Variational autoEncoder (RAVE) [15]. RAVE
is a state-of-the-art deep generative model that learns to gen-
erate raw audio waveforms using a two-stage training proce-
dure. In the first stage, a variational auto-encoder is trained to
learn a high-level latent space of the training dataset. In the
second stage, only the decoder is trained with an adversarial
generation objective to enforce continuity of the latent space.
One advantage of RAVE over other deep generative models
are that audio signals are modeled and generated at a 48 kHz
sampling frequency, i.e., standard audio quality.

The second author hacked RAVE’s implementation1 by
adding a multichannel audio loader, which enables to load au-
dio data with c channels directly for use in RAVE, including
the multichannel factor c into encoder, decoder, and adver-
sarial parameters. From a methodological perspective, this
add-on could be described as a form of learnable algorithm,
which comes within the frame of diffractive art practice [48].
The source code for our modified implementation will soon
be publicly available. Our deep generative model can be used
with the nn∼ object for neural audio synthesis2.

1https://github.com/domkirke/RAVE/tree/multichannel
2https://github.com/acids-ircam/nn tilde

https://github.com/domkirke/RAVE/tree/multichannel
https://github.com/acids-ircam/nn_tilde


Figure 1: Transversal soundscape dataset. In orange: The 28 places where I led online field recording over one week-end in
late April 2022. In grey: all microphones previously opened on Locustream since 2006 [49].

Training and Streaming Costs
We trained our deep generative model on our transversal
soundscape dataset for three million steps, specifically two
and one million steps for first and second stages. Trainings
were conducted using a private infrastructure, which has a
carbon efficiency of 0.432 kgCO2eq/kWh. A cumulative of
360 hours of computation was performed on GPU hardware
of type Titan V (TDP of 250W). Total emissions are estimated
to be 38.88 kgCO2eq of which 0 percents were directly offset.
These estimations were conducted using the MachineLearn-
ing Impact calculator presented in [36]. Streaming costs are
equivalent to working with a personal computer, as RAVE
support streamable audio generation on standard CPUs [16].

We used the same model hyperparameters and architec-
ture as provided in the original RAVE implementation [15].
Specifically, we preprocessed our transversal soundscape
dataset by cropping it into one-second audio slices to apply
dequantization, random crop and all-pass filters with random
coefficients as data augmentation strategy. Training evalu-
ation was led by combining quantitative and qualitative di-
mensions of sound generation, with the first training stage
stopped based on joint quantitative observation of loss min-
imisation and qualitative listening of generated audio, and the
second stage stopped based on qualitative listening criteria.

Deep Listening Experiences
In this section, I relate first deep listening experiences created
through/out our deep generative model of planetary sound-
scape. I group them within an ongoing artwork called Deep-
scape: Transversal. Deep listening is a meditative aes-
thetic proposed by composer Pauline Oliveros “to inspire

both trained and untrained performers to practice the art of
listening and responding to environmental conditions in solo
and ensemble situations” [39]. I suggest that deep listening
may be helpful to raise awareness of the deepscape and its in-
terconnectedness with all socio-material bodies of the planet.

The following paragraphs describe online radiophonic
broadcast, collective acousmatic listening, and open listening
and discussion situations, inviting diverse audiences to expe-
rience planetary soundscape flows computed by our deep gen-
erative model, and describe their spatial, temporal and mate-
rial attributes. These situational wholes enabled to illuminate
somaesthetic behaviours of our deep generative model, which
jointly come within the scope of diffractive art practice [48].

Online Radiophonic Broadcast
The first experience consists in the online radiophonic broad-
casting of stereophonic audio live-streamed by our deep gen-
erative model. It is mounted on the Locustream online
sound map3 since October 17th, 2022, while being temporar-
ily stopped at times. On the server side, I used the nn∼
Max/MSP object for neural audio synthesis, and the Locus
Sonus Locustream Pure Data patch [49] to mount the live
stream online. On the deep learning side, I experimented with
RAVE prior for unconditional audio generation [16]. On the
sound map, the stream is located at the material place where
the deepscape is computed, that is, from my home as of now.
To inspire deep listening, the broadcast is accompanied with
a note of intent that include two questions: Who terraforms
this deepscape? Whose scapes are getting threatened as AI
sucks our attention away from planetary issues?

3http://locus.creacast.com:9001/deepscape transversal.ogg

http://locus.creacast.com:9001/deepscape_transversal.ogg


Collective Acousmatic Listening
The second experience consisted in a collective acousmatic
listening session led at Cirque Électrique, Paris, France, on
November 5th, 2022, for the opening of an AI-based experi-
mental music concert. It consisted in 15 minutes of planetary
soundscape4, recorded in one shot from our deep generative
model, based on real-time reconstruction of stereophonic au-
dio coming from a microphone placed at my home’s window.
The latter was picking up a flow of environmental sound-
scape, which included keyboard sounds, human sounds and
discussions, bird vocalisations, car engines, wind howlings
and children screaming in their playground.

The session started by an on-stage presentation of the
piece, as well as listening guidance standing as deep listening
instructions. Specifically, I told the audience that they were
going to be put in the dark to listen to 15 minutes of sound-
scape generated by one deep learning model; that they may
approach this experience as sound art rather than music, and
that they may let themselves immerse into imaginary worlds
while listening. As we set the volume relatively high to pro-
duce strong bass, I warned the audience that the experience
was going to be quite loud, and therefore, that they should
not hesitate to leave if it became difficult.

The audience—approximately one hundred people—was
standing up while put in the dark for acousmatic listening.
During listening, several people were witnessed closing their
eyes and collectively relaxing their necks and bodies while
standing up. At the end of the session, some audience mem-
bers reported how the listening experience felt shorter than
15 minutes, which somehow testifies of their immersion in
deep listening. They also felt a sense of space while listening
throughout the stereophonic stream. They reported encoun-
tering non-human voices throughout the experience, such as
humid rocks, strong wind, screaming dogs and singing birds.

Open Listening and Discussion
The third type of experience consisted in open listening
and discussion sessions led with art-research practitioners,
teachers and students. The first was a workshop at Kallio-
Kuninkala, Järvenpää, Finland, on August 24th, 2022. The
second was a public event at École d’Art d’Aix-en-Provence,
France, on October 9th, 2022. The third was a seminar at
École des Beaux-Arts de Paris, France, on November 7th,
2022. Sound materials included both unconditional audio
live-streamed by our deep generative model, and the 15-
minute planetary soundscape previously recorded.

The sessions started with conceptual elements about the
deepscape, as well as technical information on how we pro-
totyped our deep generative model. Then, I communicated
listening guidance standing as deep listening instructions.
Specifically, I told practitioners and students to listen atten-
tively to the stereophonic soundscape flowing from our deep
generative model, and ask themselves the following three
questions: Where am I? What am I listening to? To whom
does it cost? In addition, I asked them to imagine five words
that would best describe their listening experience. Due to the

4https://soundcloud.com/hugoscurto/deepscape-transversal-
cirque-electrique-20221105

openness of these sessions, most participants did not strictly
follow these instructions, but rather used them as listening
guidance to foster their imagination.

The conceptualisation of the deepscape found echo in most
art-research practitioners and teachers. Participants that in-
volved in the discussion generated various interpretations
of the deepscape through/out listening. One artist had the
feeling to be “on another planet inhabited by Martians”.
One composer described “an impossible landscape of windy
ocean with small insects and land grass”. Rather than a
soundscape, one teacher felt they were under a “strange liv-
ing creature”, or “monster”, attempting to regurgitate things
with its throat. Students felt they witnessed “noises of a
diver”, moving “inside and outside water” while “adjusting
their oxygen level”. One of them added: “It’s a good profile
of what a planet is sounding like. It’s like a blue planet.”

Discussion
In this section, I discuss further art and science work to be
done to reveal and reconfigure the deepscape in more depth.
Specifically, I discuss the planetary media computation driven
by AI and revealed by the deepscape, the inseparability of
ethics, ontology and epistemology when engaging with deep
learning, and current work led toward bodily intra-acting
through/out the deepscape.

Deepscape as Planetary Media Computation
Discourses on AI almost always suggest anthropomorphic
conceptualisations and representations among expert and
novice audiences. These conceptualisations often dismiss
the media aesthetics of deep learning, as its computed flows
of images, sounds and texts intensively permeate worldwide
physical and digital environments. By evoking a sense of spa-
tiality with the suffix “-scape”, and of deep learning with the
prefix “deep-”, the concept of deepscape may reveal the plan-
etary media computation driven by AI, recalling the intensive
socio-material extractions led by corporate infrastructures to
support its media flows across the planet [41]. I am looking
forward to critiques from other researchers to reconfigure this
concept in more depth and entangle a plurality of perspectives
and disciplines within a potential theoretical framework.

From a practical perspective, the concept of deepscape
also emphasises the landscape aesthetics that accidentally
emerged from deep learning. Indeed, first art practices with
deep learning consisted in navigating so-called latent spaces
computed by deep learning over scientific datasets built for
image generation [17]. Rather than the realism originally
sought by scientists, the most intriguing findings essentially
lied in ambiguous images, that deep learning interpolated or
extrapolated from the dataset [32]. Artists then curated and
showcased such findings as art, or sought to recreate this nav-
igation process in art installations, typically presenting the
audience with deep learning-generated flows of sounds and
images [10]. I suggest that this process is reminiscent of field
recording, where sounds and images are experienced in a con-
tinuous flow, while navigating unknown places, sometimes
producing strange encounters that exceed human interpreta-
tion skills, and careful data collection that might reveal the
interconnectedness of the recorder with the planet [35].

https://soundcloud.com/hugoscurto/deepscape-transversal-cirque-electrique-20221105
https://soundcloud.com/hugoscurto/deepscape-transversal-cirque-electrique-20221105


Recently, artists have been exploring spatial concepts for
AI, describing it as “imaginary landscapes” [53] conveying
a “worldview” through their training data [5], or even craft-
ing deep generative models to create virtual places [44]. My
Deepscape: Transversal artwork might contribute to these
works, by situating data collection practices and planetary
costs of deep learning within art practice, while seeking to
resist the anthropomorphic culture of modern AI research.

Ethico-onto-epistem-ology of Deep Learning
Our diffractive prototyping of deep learning illuminates the
inseparability of ethics, ontology and epistemology when en-
gaging with deep learning. As we discussed above, collecting
a dataset entails an ethics of ownership, representativeness
and positionality. In our case, all soundscapes recorded on-
line were open sourced by the Locustream online sound map
[49]. Specifically, each soundscape comes with a complex
history of negotiating with local populations and authorities,
ensuring that an open microphone would hinder human and
non-human communities as little as possible. Furthermore,
the transversal soundscape dataset pragmatically represents
socio-economic abilities of worldwide populations and coun-
tries to buy microphones and provide access to the Internet.
Lastly, my positionality was described through the relying on
a transversal data collection method, of which I attempted
to be transparent on the advantages, motivations and limita-
tions to it, as well as through my choice to deeply listen to
one stream at a time while recording, instead of automatically
recording all streams simultaneously using machine listening.

I suggest that dataset building inevitably produces an ontol-
ogy of deep learning-generated media. Reactions harvested
along the three deep listening experiences testify of the plan-
etary soundscape flowing from our deep generative model,
approximating and normalising worldwide soundscapes in
the dataset. Making training and streaming costs transparent
through our technical collaboration, as suggested by diffrac-
tive art practice [48], also illuminates the material entangle-
ment of such planetary soundscape with planetary resources
exploited by infrastructures of AI to produce deep generative
models. Beyond artwork analysis [10, 17, 29], I suggest that
further research might be done on corporate deep generative
models, such as Dall-E, GPT-3 or Jukebox, to reveal the on-
tologies they produce, since they are often trained unethically
over large datasets automatically scraped from the Internet.

Lastly, deep listening experiences of my Deepscape:
Transversal artwork may also promote a alternative episte-
mology for deep generative models. Indeed, scientists often
evaluate deep generative models through fast and quantita-
tive methods, typically automatically-generating short sam-
ples with deep learning, and measuring reconstruction qual-
ity using Likert scales [15]. I suggest that approaching media
flows computed by deep learning through slower and careful
crafting may reconfigure how we conceptualise deep genera-
tive models, and perhaps, how we develop them. While such
crafting practices are emerging naturally among communi-
ties of practices dedicated to deep generative models [40], I
suggest that researchers also have a responsibility to promote
such slower ways of producing knowledge about deep gener-
ative models, in a rapidly-evolving computational society.

Bodily Intra-Acting Through/Out the Deepscape
While deep listening may help grasp the planetary scale of
the deepscape, it might remain opaque for certain audiences
that are not accustomed to music or sound art practices. For-
tunately, there remains several ways of practicing and bod-
ily intra-acting [48] through/out the deepscape. Along with
other artists [53, 44], I am currently exploring landscape im-
age generation with deep learning. While images remain two-
dimensional, they might recall the landscapes of the planet
that are getting damaged as the deepscape rapidly evolves.

I am also currently leading sound and image field record-
ing in one local portion of space, while widening it to all
portions of time accessible over one year. Such a longitudi-
nal data collection practice should complement the transver-
sal method presented in this paper. Instead of a planetary
soundscape, it may enable to learn a model of the planet it-
self, as sound and light recorded over the year from one iden-
tical place may reflect the planet’s motion in time and space,
with corresponding climatic variations. Such a deep longi-
tudinal model should further my diffractive art practice with
deep learning, revealing further ecological entanglements of
AI with all socio-material bodies of the universe.

Lastly, I am currently exploring soundwalk-inspired modes
of listening to, and practicing with, deep learning. I am
collaborating with other artists-researchers to create virtual
soundwalks in latent spaces computed by deep learning, as an
art-based method to illuminate spatial attributes of the deep-
scape [46]. We are also exploring computational methods
to map bodily movements with soundscape modulations by
deep learning to stimulate embodied ways of navigating, and
producing knowledge, through/out the deepscape. I am look-
ing forward to further suggestions from practitioners and re-
searchers in other fields.

Conclusion
This paper presented early artistic, conceptual and techni-
cal work toward practicing and theorising through/out the
deepscape—the planetary media computation intensively led
by corporate infrastructures of AI over material, human and
cultural resources. I proposed deep listening experiences of
deep learning-generated continual flow of soundscape to raise
awareness of the deepscape, by recalling the landscapes that
are getting exploited by infrastructures of AI. By including
non-human voices and planetary scales within research and
practice with deep learning, this research-creation thus sought
to resist the anthropocentric culture of modern AI research. I
am looking forward to further art and science work that might
be engaged to reveal and reconfigure the deepscape in depth.
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continent country city place day time (UTC+2) duration
europe greece chania preservation park 28/04/2022 16:23 00:31:09

england londres walworth 29/04/2022 15:22 00:40:24
czechia brno luzanky 29/04/2022 17:12 00:30:00
spain emporda aiguamolls 29/04/2022 17:42 00:30:07
germany furtwangen black forest 30/04/2022 15:12 00:30:01
scotland dumfries loch patrick 30/04/2022 16:19 00:30:01
germany berlin floating 01/05/2022 02:49 00:30:05
france marseille le frioul 02/04/2022 08:07 00:30:24

asia india calcutta survey park 28/04/2022 16:56 00:30:00
japan nagano otanomo 29/04/2022 16:05 00:30:00
india bankura farm 29/04/2022 18:52 00:11:47
japan yamanashi yamanakako 29/04/2022 19:05 00:38:58
india mumbai lab 30/04/2022 15:43 00:32:09
japan hokkaido maeyama 30/04/2022 20:48 00:39:56
china hong kong nau chi wan 30/04/2022 23:38 00:26:00
japan otsuchi otohama 01/05/2022 01:41 00:30:07
japan nagano otanomo 02/05/2022 09:24 00:30:00

america mexico cerro pelon biosphere reserve 28/04/2022 17:29 00:30:00
usa jasper ridge birdcast 29/04/2022 16:36 00:30:05
brasil olinda thelmo cristovam 29/04/2022 18:21 00:30:06
chili las salinas losriosdezunino 30/04/2022 12:47 00:30:30
canada south river warblers roost 30/04/2022 13:19 00:30:11
usa miami driftwood 30/04/2022 17:00 00:30:18
usa greensboro north carolina 01/05/2022 00:44 00:30:59
usa new york wave farm 01/05/2022 02:16 00:31:01
canada leamington point pelee 02/05/2022 08:40 00:30:27

africa tanzania dar es salaam 30/04/2022 12:19 00:30:00
tanzania dar es salaam 01/05/2022 00:02 00:31:44

oceania australia coolum beach cassiawildlife 30/04/2022 21:47 00:30:00
australia cleland clelandpark 30/04/2022 22:30 01:06:06

Figure 2: Transversal soundscape dataset spatiotemporalities.
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